
YOU ARE HEREBY PUT ON NOTICE

To Whom It May Concern,

1)  You are hereby put on notice that you are not a Court of Competent 
Jurisdiction that can render any lawful judicial acts or rulings as long as 
Obama fraudulently occupies the Office of President as a non-natural born 
Citizen of the United States. 

[See Paul Guthrie v. United States; case number 1:13 -cv- 0080 JMS - DKL, 
and Paul Guthrie v. United States; case number 1:13 -cv- 0234 SEB - DKL, 
both filed in the 7th circuit District Court Southern Indiana branch in 
Indianapolis.  Both cases have been ignored and dismissed in a fraudulent 
criminal manner, with Paul Guthrie being branded by the federal courts and 
judges as a heretic and liar and criminal outlaw enemy of Obama and the 
United States as the United States is now defined by Obama, Congress, the 
50 State Secretaries of State, and bogus federal judges Jane Magnus-Stinson 
and Sarah Evans Barker.  Both of these fraudulent foreign jurisdiction 
judges are females who are knowingly and intentionally operating a non-de 
jure foreign jurisdiction court inside the buildings and chambers of the 
former pre-Obama de jure Article III courts.  They are doing this in 
opposition to the Constitution's Article II provisions.  Both are engaging in 
unlawful advisory opinions, declaring Obama to be a President without any 
facts or law in evidence to support such a determination, and contrary to the 
facts and evidence in record that prove that Obama is not a natural born 
Citizen of the United States, and contrary to their granted authority that does 
not permit a judge to declare Obama to be a natural born Citizen and thus a 
President because we are not a monarchy form of government.  They are 
using their unlawful invented due process and usurped monarchal authority 
to formulate a fraudulent advisory opinion as a foundation and a basis to 
ignore the facts and law and Constitution, instead substituting frivolous and 
malicious invented facts and invented fraudulent definitions in order to 
unlawful dismiss a lawsuit and unlawfully maintain Obama in power, and 
thus are unlawfully redefining the de jure nature of the U.S. and State courts. 
Such an act is a political hate crime based upon sexual discrimination 
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against the natural political rights of male State citizens who claim their 
political rights of consent to be derived from being the offspring of a State 
citizen father who must give his consent to create a natural born Citizen of 
the United States that is eligible to one day be President.]

2)  Mr. Obama is, at best, a naturalized citizen of the United States as 
defined under Article II, Section 1, Clause 5, and under the 14th Amendment 
and U.S. codes.  Obama is not a natural born Citizen of the United States 
because he is not the offspring of a State citizen father who must give his 
political consent to a female and perform the sexual act to make the female 
pregnant, and then the male State citizen must claim his offspring and make 
a reporting within 18 years of the birth of the offspring in order to secure 
natural born status for his offspring. [See Nguyen v. INS, 500 U.S. 53 
(2001)]

3)  Mr. Obama is the offspring of a foreign non-U.S. citizen father which 
makes Obama a natural born citizen of Kenya if his father claimed him and 
reported the birth to Kenyan authorities, and a naturalized citizen of the 
United States by automatic statutory authority.  Article II, Section 1, Clause 
5, of the U.S. Constitution prohibits adopted naturalized citizens of the 
United States who are granted citizenship by statutory authority, as opposed 
to a U.S. citizen father claiming the offspring and making a reporting.  This 
rule is clearly established in plain language in Article II that any layman can 
read and understand.  It was established by Article II at the time of the 
Adoption of the Constitution.  The only time in U.S. history that naturalized 
adopted offspring of foreign non-U.S. citizen fathers were permitted by the 
Constitution to be President was at the very beginning of the Republic when 
a one-time exception, that has now expired, had to be made for the citizens 
of the newly Independent States that were formerly Colonial States under 
English Common Law under King George III.

4)  By legal definition under the U.S. Constitution and codes, the phrase 
'natural born' simply means the legal opposite of 'adopted'.  Any natural 
person, male or female, who is the offspring of a foreign non-U.S. citizen 
father, can be an adopted naturalized citizen of the United States, but they 
cannot ever physically or legally be natural born Citizens of the United 
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States.  This is because both Article I, Section 9, Clause 8, and Article I, 
Section 10, Clause 1, ban Titles of Nobility at both the State and federal 
level, which is supposed to prevent citizen offspring of United States citizen 
parents from being declared natural born citizens of more than one country 
simultaneously at birth, as this is a violation of the natural order or political 
Law of Nature.  The Political Law of Nature dictates that one is born a 
native of only one country at birth, not two.  You cannot be from two 
different places.  Everyone is a native of only one country at a time, and this 
is established by the father and his citizenship, as a natural political right 
claim of both the offspring and male father.  The only exception to this rule 
is if you are a monarch or the offspring of a monarch, in which case you can 
just decree that you are a natural born citizen of multiple countries at birth 
according to Positive Law, which is contrary, opposite and opposed, to the 
political rules of Nature and Her laws, or in other words, contrary to Natural 
Law, and thus Contrary to Article II of the U.S. Constitution.

5)  Due to the four points above, the courts and judges are committing fraud 
and criminal acts, as it is not credible or believable that a judge in a State or 
federal court cannot read and comprehend the Article II nbC clause and 
understand that there are only two political classes of citizens in the United 
States, naturalized adopted offspring of foreign non-citizen fathers, and 
natural born Citizens, the non-adopted offspring of State citizen fathers 
which are the natives and not foreign offspring.  How difficult is it to 
comprehend that these two political classes, one adopted who is not a native 
and one not adopted who is a native, have all the same rights in the U.S. 
except naturalized adopted citizens of the United States cannot be President 
or Vice President, by design, so that we are not a monarchy religious 
dictatorship as is currently the situation.  There are currently no federal or 
State courts that are lawfully operating as de jure courts under the 
Constitution and we are now legally and technically a monarchy and 
religious form of government with a dictator-King whom everyone just calls 
President.  Therefore there is no lawful due process available to any 
defendant or plaintiff in any U.S. or State court and the courts are 
functioning in a religious capacity in violation of the First Amendment's 
prohibition against the Church and State combining into one, which is 
automatic with monarchy forms of government, and also banned by Article 
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4, Section 4 of the U.S. Constitution which guarantees to the States and to 
the State citizens, a Republic form of government.  The States and United 
States are no longer a Republic form of government as long as a non-natural 
born Citizen of the United States occupies the Office of President.

For all the reasons above, Paul Guthrie cannot in good conscience fill out the 
questionnaire or serve as a jurist on any case, as the entire legal process is 
now fraudulent and criminal, unless and until Obama is removed from 
Office and replaced with a de jure representative of the sovereign People 
from the States.  To fill out the questionnaire and serve as a jurist now at this 
time, with the knowledge that I possess, would be a criminal act and High 
Treason against the citizens of the United Sates and against natural born 
Citizens of the United States.

I herby swear and affirm that the above is true and correct testimony given 
by Paul Guthrie, and that I am the same Paul Guthrie referred to in the 
federal civil suits listed above in point 1.

Respectfully submitted this day, Tuesday, May 21, 2013,

Paul Guthrie

7797 South Carefree Drive
Pendleton, IN 46064
317 485 4229
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